One Minute Pitch
Leadership is seen as setting vision, deciding, and having impact quickly. All of which imply the leader knows:
The competitive landscape
The organizational capabilities
The innovative ideas
What the business needs
What will generate fast quarterly results
That means, the leader is the expert.
When we talk about establishing credibility to gain trust, we talk about expertise:
Competence, Track-record, Content and Knowledge
This book is about not being the expert. Not setting the strategy yourself, not deciding yourself and not knowing it all,
yet still leading with credibility and impact.
Businesses are full of complex problems thatrequire deep collaboration to solve them. Our bias for experts – someone who
knows how a part of the system works – gets in the way of collaborating. Collaboration requires suspending my
perspective and listening to an alternative view and a different set of data.
Conclusion
It’s not that you should give up expertise.It’s that leaders must learn to lead at times as the expert and at times as a
non-expert, that is as a spanner who can span across knowledge domains.

Key Actions
To lead as a spanner, you must address three core questions:
1.
How are you adding value if it’s not about your content knowledge?
2.
What is the work you are doing if you can’t do the work you team does?
And, how do you know your team is doing the right work when you can’t check it?
3.
What is the nature of you interactions with people given that the
interactions are now not around content? How are you persuading people if it’s
not with facts, how are you building trust, how are you inspiring and motivating?
The book is a guide on what spanning looks
like with many examples and exercises.

What the readers are saying:
“This is an incredibly important topic and one we don’t
pay enough attention to. Making the
transition from expert to non-expert is often the point at which high-potential
careers falter, and we – the individuals and organizations – often don’t know
why. This book helps us all understand
the issues and how to overcome them, to the benefit of everyone.” Liz
Wallace – Former head of talent at Vodafone emerging markets.
“This is a real-world practical guide on how to move out
of your comfort zone as a subject-matter expert and develop the skills you need
to manage in today’s technical and fast-moving business world.” John Murphey
– Former CEO of Bell Helicopter
“In You Can’t Know It All, Wallace helps us see how
leadership in today’s age of deep expertise has evolved from our
general-manager notions of the past.
Wallace weaves together compelling and candid stories of real leaders
with her own coaching experience and simple, actionable exercises.
This leadership book is on point and right on
time.” Dolly Chugh, author of “The Person You Mean To Be” and associate
professor, Department of Management and organizations at the NYU Stern School
of Business.
“Deeply powerful and delightfully practical, I instantly
recognized my clients in its pages and, perhaps more important, I also
recognized myself. A must-read for leaders serious about their results and
their own growth.”—Sheila Heen, co-author of Difficult Conversations and
Thanks for the Feedback
“Dr. Wanda Wallace has packed You Can’t Know It All with
practical tools distilled from a command of the research and refined in her
coaching work with hundreds of leaders around the world. You Can’t Know It All
fills a critical gap for those who aspire to lead and inspire on the big
stage.”—Rob Kaiser, president of Kaiser Learning Solutions; writer,
researcher and consultant
“This book is a must-have for careerists looking to
advance in today’s global and complex business environment. From adopting the
right mind-set to developing key skills, Wanda provides individual contributors
and experts proven insights and tools to transition into valued leaders within
their respective organizations.”—Cindy Pace, global head of diversity and
inclusion of MetLife

Interview Questions
Why did you write the book? What are you seeing in the business world?
What is your key message?
You talk about e-leaders (experts) and s-leaders (Spanners). Please explain
the differences between the two in terms of skills, capabilities and style?
How do you see career models and models of leadership evolving? How realistic are corporate
leadership models in terms of balance expertise and spanning?
What needs to change?
If I am currently an e-leader and I want to build the skills of being an s-leader, what should I
focus on? How can I practice these skills without moving into an s-role?
How do your observations apply to the careers of women - especially about taking risks?
You have said that the transition from e- to s-leader is particularly difficult for women.
Why is this so? What can companies do about it?
So many people will say “He or she got promoted beyond his/her level of competence.”
Why do you think this occurs and more importantly what can we do to fix the problem?
In general, I have tons of stories and examples – just ask at any point. You can also ask
“How do you ….” on any item in the framework.
You say you would like to kill the term “general manager”.
Why? What should replace it instead?
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